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Georgia piedmont habitat project

Learn about Okpnopny - Wakuna Elementary School, Weycross, Georgia, Okpnopny's House . Gives facts, features, history and images of plants and animals. Flesch-Kincaid Grade 6.7 Okefenokee Egg Egg egret TpT Digital Activity Notes &amp; Annotations using interactive layer and assign to students
using Google Classroom.Learn more Students will demonstrate their knowledge of Georgian habitats and plants and animal adaptations by creating a project. This file includes a project sheet to describe the options and requirements. Also included is a tools console to explain the requirements. A sample
from the letter to the parents: We studied georgia habitats. Your student is asked to collect all the materials they will need to successfully create a detailed habitat project. #1 choose your project: PowerPoint Poster Diorama... Please e-mail me if you have any questions. I'm offering all five georgia
habitats. Georgia Habitats BUNDLE All pages directly conform to Georgia's performance standards for third-grade science. • Text feature page that includes a detailed paragraph about the habitat. • Vocabulary page includes glossary or dictionary skills and understanding. • Performance task – writing a
postcard (including coma in addresses). • Folds into facts about the animals, plants and weather of the habitat. • A kit that includes multiple choice and a short answer. To purchase the science units separately: Georgia Ultimate Habitats BUNDLE $5.75 Georgia Habitats – Swamps and Swamps $2.00
Georgia Habitats – Picked Up $2.00 Georgia Habitats – Piedmont $2.00 Georgia Habitats – Coastal and Oceans $2.00 Scientific Physical Magnets $5.00 Physical Science Thermal Energy And brown $5.50 Earth Earth Sciences Earth Earth Earth Soil Soil Blea and Fossils $5.50 Earth Science Rocks and
Minerals $5.50 Earth Science BUNDLE Rocks and Minerals and Soil, Balia and Fossils $8.50 The ultimate scientific package with all the packages above in one purchase $22.00 Are you looking for each American hero separately? American Hero: Eleanor Roosevelt $5 American Hero: Franklin D.
Roosevelt $5 American Hero: Cesar Chavez $5 American Hero: Throod Marshall $5 American Hero: Paul Revere $5 American Hero: Lyndon B. Johnson $5 American Hero: Susan B. Anthony $5 American Hero: Frederick Douglass $5 American Hero: Mary MacLeod Bethune $5 Do You Like Saving
Money? Check out some of my packages: COMBO Package – Franklin D. Roosevelt's American Hero and Eleanor Roosevelt $8 COMBO Package – American Hero's Complete Set of Text Feature Review Pages $10 COMBO Package – American Hero's Complete Set of Foldables $10 4 Units in 1:
Economy, Geography, Greek Roots, Governments $11.00 Ultimate Pack: Nine American Hero's Over 300 Pages $30 Grade 3 Ultimate Package: 13 Units with Over 400 Pages $40.99 ($60+ if purchased separately) S3L1. Students will investigate of different organisms and the edict of organisms on their
habitat. A: Differentiate between Georgian habitats (mountains, wetlands/swamps, beach, Piedmont, Atlantic) and the organisms that live there. B. Same features of green plants that allow them to live and thrive in different regions of Georgia. C. Same animal features that allow them to live and thrive in
different regions of Georgia. D. Explain what will happen to the organism if the habitat changes. Vital questions answered in this unit: • What is habitat? What makes a habitat? • How are georgian regions different? • How do habitat characteristics determine the organisms that reside there? • How do the
characteristics of the organism allow it to live and thrive in a particular habitat? • How do changes in the habitat affect the organisms that reside there? • Why are the habitats important to us? • Why is it important to protect the habitats of plants and animals? Please follow me for updates! Feedback is
always appreciated! Thank you for stopping by! Mrs. Kim Patton, Mrs. Patton, teachers pay teachers Pattonkf@troup.org Pattonkf@troup.org
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